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Cover Story
competition.
First prize was
won by the
mural Titled
"Environment
needs to
breath within
concrete"
made by Ajay
Pandey, Shivi
Sharma (GDP
I V
S e m
Graphic Design), Amogh
Mathur (GDP IV Sem),
Anshika Agarwal (GDP IV
Sem Interior Design) and
Third prize was bagged by
the Mural Titled “Make a
Better Tomorrow" made
by team consisting of
Akash, Priyam Choudhary
( PGDP II Sem Interior
Design), Abhay Sharma
and Priyamvara Singh
(GDP IV Sem Interior).
In Photography competition, Anshika Anand (GDP
IV Sem, Fashion Design) got First prize. Theme for
the competition was "Images Of The City" the
pictures have to showcase how the city is working
towards protecting its environment and
safeguarding its health, surviving the stress,
stretching for exponential needs etc.
Two teams from AID participated in Group Dance,
Indian and Western on February 22nd, 2019. In
Indian Dance category
our students
performed a lovely
Haryanvi Dance, their
colourful costumes
added to the beauty
a n d g ra c e t o t h e
energetic dance. AID
won First prize for this
dance. The participants
were from (Foundation
II semester)Renu
A g ga r wa l , M u s ka n
Goyal, Vidhi Arya, Ritu

AFIIM

Apeejay Festival Of Ideas By
Ignited Minds
22nd & 23rd February

Apeejay School of Architecture & Planning ,Greater
Noida organized a two day event on 22nd & 23rd
February 2019 focusing on innovative ideas and
bringing awareness about environmental issues
relevant in today’s world. The event focused on
student competitions such as Mural (Bhittikal),
Photography (Through the Lens), Art Installation,
Architectural Quiz, Fashion Show, Group Dance
(Indian & Western). AID students participated in
Mural, Photography and Group Dance (Indian and
Western). Finished entries for mural competition
were submitted to the Institute on Feb 18th, 2019
and photographs were sent online.
I n M u r a l
competition
four teams
participated
from AID, four
participants
each. The
theme of art
work was to
c r e a t e
awareness
a b o u t
environmental issues. The mural was made in 4' x
4' ply board using broken tiles & other materials.
Two teams from our college got the prize in Mural
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Seminar
Thakur, Nisha Singhal & Sani E Zehra.
We won Second position in Western dance
performed by Anshika Anand (GDP IV Sem),

Media Chau
Chaupal’2019
pal’2019
30th January

The students of AID from the Department of
Graphics, Animation & Multimedia participated in
nd
the 2 edition of Media Chaupal-2019 on
Wednesday, January 30th,2019 organized by AIMC,
Dwarka, New Delhi. It was a great platform to
interact, listen and get a view from a wide range of
media experts and professionals ranging from
Television & Radio to Advertising, Public Relations &
Social Media communicators.
Priyamvara Singh, Anshika Agarwal (GDP IV Sem
Interior Design), Ayush Gautam (GDP IV Sem
Animation and Multimedia)
and Srishty
Gupta
(Foundation II semester). On
February 23rd, 2019 the prize
distribution ceremony was
organized and prizes were

given by the
Director of
A.S.A.P., Mr.
V i v e k
Sabherwal.

The highlight of the event were the two Panel
Discussions titled Art of Story Telling- Making
Communication Engaging & Art of Story TellingNew Form of Journalism
The day started with the inaugural ribbon cutting
ceremony, followed by opening of the Photography
Ms. Anjali Taneja
exhibition which showcased some very inspiring
Ms. Garima J. Saini
works based on theme “Delhi-6”. The main event
Coordinators, Cultural Club
then started at the Amphitheatre under a pleasantly
bright sunshine on a cold winter day. Mr. O. P.
Khanduja, Executive Director, Apeejay Dwarka
Campus started with the welcome note to everyone
present followed by Mr. Sajal Mukherjee, Director,
AIMC for Theme Presentation of Media
Chaupal’2019, setting the tone for the first panel
discussion on the Art of Storytelling-Making
Communications Engaging. The eminent panelists
for this session were Mr. Hemant Mishra, MD, Magic
Circle Communications, Mr. Puneet Kaul, Director,
Brand Connect India Entertainment, Ms. Lavang
Khare, Sr. VP, Adfactors PR and moderated by Mr.
Ruhail Amin, Editor, BW Applause from Business
world. All experts shared their views, life
experiences on how to make an engaging
2
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simple, Right timing of the communication,
following instinct & going ahead with confidence
and learning from failures, as there is no clear-cut
success formula in this field.
The first panel discussion was followed by R J hunt,
Media Quiz and after a short lunch break the second
panel discussion Art of Storytelling- New form of
Journalism began. The panelists included Mr. Naved
Qureshi, Anchor & Sr. Producer, News Nation,
Mr. Antil Yadav, Creative Supervisor, Scoopwhoop,
Mr. Abhishek Sharma, Programming Director, Radio
City 91.7 FM and moderated by Mr. Sanjay Ahirwal,
Dean at School of Journalism and Mass
Communication, ASU. The main focus here was
how the story telling has changed in different
medium over time and the growth of digital media
and its impact on TV & radio. Mr. Qureshi shared his
experience of 24hr live television to engage viewers
while Mr. Sharma mentioned how to engage
listeners through radio, the challenge and
excitement of the medium and how it is evolving
with digitization. Mr. Yadav gave his insights about
creating catchy topics, how constant feedback and
views from people help him engage with them in a
better way.
The panel was then opened to students for
questions the experts who happily answered the
queries making it quite engaging. The 2nd panel
discussion was followed by the Scavenger Hunt & 2
minutes to Fame competition and the day ended
with prize distribution ceremony and vote of
thanks.
Participating in
Media Chaupal’2019
was an enriching
experience for the
students, who got to
know the emerging
trends in the media
and communication
industry and gained
insights into the Art
of storytelling
though various
media platforms.

communication. Mr. Mishra said the humans and
emotions are same but as the environment and the
time changes, the engagement changes and how to
tell a story differs.
From print & TV to digital media, the change has
been from information to engagement and how
making it personally engaging. Mr. Puneet with his
expertise in handling events, highlighted about
Experiential storytelling, living the environment,
something which stays in mind and helps in relating
people with brand. Ms. Khare, with her vast
experience in PR mentioned about the thin line that
exists between PR & advertising. With stiff
competition, one has to be fast, agile and keep
updated every moment. She also put forward an
important point on how to remain calm, balanced
during a crisis and manage the situation. Some
important points taken from the discussion and
student's interaction with the expert panelists
towards the end were Keeping communication

Mr. Sumanto Roy
Coordinator
Faculty, Graphic
Des.+A&M
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Picnic

A Day Out To Sohna
1st February

view of the city below. The Restaurant, which was
few steps below the ground level, adorned big
glazed windows, for inmates to appreciate nature
outside.
The zeal came to the prime when all students and
staff got engaged in various games like cricket,
badminton, blindfolded chase etc. Students were
amazed to witness the childlike attributes of their
faculties, who are otherwise hard task masters.
A f t e r
enjoying
under bright
s u n ,
students
relished
lavish lunch

To break the monotony of academics and to carve
some fond memories, one day PICNIC was
st
organized on 1 February’ 2019 by AID to a pleasing
destination, amidst low hills of Haryana, SOHNA
SULPHUR SPRINGS, Barbet tourist complex.

Students of all the courses i.e. GDP, PGDP & Part
Time along with all the staff and visiting faculty
went to the picnic.
The fun-filled day
started as soon as
e v e r y o n e
boarded the
buses, arranged
by the Institute.
Elated students
and staff enjoyed
two hours
journey thoroughly, engaging them by enjoying
each one in singing, dancing & merry making to a
serene hilly resort with lush green gardens. On
reaching the spot, students enthusiastically
explored the resort, constructed on different levels
of hill side. The Terrace level marked an amazing

o rga n i ze d
b y t h e
Institute.
After lunch,
AIDians
enjoyed
some more
recreational activities and posed for some beautiful
memories. Before leaving the venue, everyone
enjoyed High tea at terrace. Entire day went well
planned and buses reached back to the Institute on
time. The day gave everyone an opportunity to keep
the baggage down for a while, just to regain the zeal
to perform well in their own arenas.
Mr. Sukhwinder Singh
Ms. Garima J. Saini
Coordinators, Co-curricular Activity
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Student’s Feedback

We reached the picnic spot at 11:30 am and had a
mini photography session and played around for
some time. At 12:30 pm we had lunch and later
explored the place. After lunch, we went to the
open grounds and played games like badminton,
volleyball, football, etc. We all bonded with each
other and enjoyed ourselves for the next two hours.
Soon it was time for some tea, after which we all
danced and enjoyed the beauty of the place.
At 3:00 pm we left for college. However, the energy
in us was constant all the way back
to college we continued singing on
top of our voices. The picnic was a
great way to bond with our teachers
and seniors. It was a great trip.

A break and an urgent need to de-stress life and
enjoy some quality time out of the mundane
routine and studies, as this helps in focusing more
and getting comfortable with the college mates.

Ms. Gaayantika Diwan
GDP, Foundation, 2ND Sem.

With a clear sky, we started our journey to the
venue in buses which were organized by AID, like
any other picnic the fun started of in the buses with
games like Antakshiri, Rapid Fire, random songs,
laughter and giggles altogether. This was the day
when we all spent such a fun-filled day with our
teachers whom we thought are very
strict. That is the beauty of such
activity where we could interact with
everyone around us openly which
would help us in future while working
a group.
AID took all safety measure and responsibility of
students because of which our picnic was so
successful and we reached our homes safely on
time.
Mr. Amogh Mathur

All students were shouting, cheering, dancing
singing in full of energy when we reached Sohna
beautiful views were awaiting us . Faculty members
kept on capturing the moments on camera and
students were spread in the whole ground. At 12:30
p m we had our lunch, a good spread of food items
was prepared for all of us including sweets. After
lunchtime all students were again back to the
ground with sport equipment and enjoyed the
games.
All teachers kept on watching students for their
safety and gave instructions to play
carefully.

GDP -4th Sem. A & M

Mr. Alok Kumar
GDP, Foundation, 2ND Sem.
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Club Activity

Sports Day
6th February

was on second place (GDP 4th Sem. F.D.). Three
legged Race was won by Abhay Sharma (GDP 4th
th
Sem. I.D.) & Satya Prakash Yadav (GDP 4 Sem. F.D.)
nd
and Rupali Singh & Jasjot Kaur (PGDP 2 Sem. G.D.)
among boys & girls respectively. This race showed
the perfect coordination among the students.
It was so much fun to see boys threading the needle
to finish the race in Thread & Needle Race. Even
hands of girls were trembling while threading the
needle to finish the race. Satya Prakash Yadav and
Vishwas Pandey (GDP 4th Sem. F.D.) won first and
second position respectively among the boys.
nd
Shreya Katiyar (Part Time, 2 Year F.D.) and Renu
Aggarwal (GDP Foundation 2nd sem.) bagged first
and second position respectively. Dress –Up Race
was yet another interesting race as it required
participants
to wear
s o c k s
followed by
wearing
shoes and
tieing laces
and finally

Sports club
o f
A I D
organized
Sports Day
t h
o n
6
February' 2019, Wednesday for the students. This
is a day which is much awaited by the students the
whole year as it is packed with lots of fun and frolic
with their
f e l l o w
classmates.
Sports day
started with a
warm up
round in
which all the
students went
running around the campus twice before starting
with the races. The first race was Brick Step Race.
This race required a team of two in which one
participant had to lay bricks and other had to step
on it to reach the finishing line. Alok Kumar & Rajat
nd
Bhatt (GDP Foundation 2 sem.) and Shreya
Katiyar & Sakshi Sharma (Part Time, 2nd Year, F. D.)
were the winners amongst boys and girls
respectively. Turn & Out was an innovative race
that required students to walk within the tracks till
the denner was clapping. They were not to move
after that and if the participant was caught moving
by the denner, the participant was disqualified.
This race was won by Nikhil Kaushik (GDP 4th Sem.
nd
I.D.) among boys and Shreya Katiyar (Part Time, 2
Year F. D.) bagged first position and Manisha Singh

wear a necktie to finish
the race. Rajat Bhatt
nd
(GDP Foundation 2
sem.)
and Renu
Aggarwal (GDP
nd
Foundation 2 sem.)
bagged first position
among boys and girls
respectively.
It is not easy to hold the balloon between the backs
of two people and rushup to the finish line. This is
what the team of two participants had to do in Backto-Back Balloon Race. Shreya Katiyar & Sakshi
nd
Sharma (Part Time 2 Year, F. D.) were on First
position and Nishtha Gandhi & Sakshi Jangid (GDP
Foundation
n d
2
sem.)
came Second
among girls.
Boys could
not bag any
position as all
t
h
e
participants
6
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disqualified. One Minute
Games included Cycling, Stomp
the Balloon, Fish Race, One tip
basket. Rajat Bhatt (GDP
nd
Foundation 2 sem.) was
winner in cycling among boys
and Nishtha Gandhi (GDP
nd
Foundation 2 sem.) & Sonu

th

Sharma & Bhawana Soun (GDP 4 Sem. F.D.) were
on first position and Ajay Pandey & Shivi Sharma
(GDP 4 th Sem.
G.D.) on second
position.
Blind Fold and
T i c - Ta c - To e
brought back
memories of
our childhood.
Students played
these two
games with utmost enthusiasm. Ajay Pandey &
th
Shivi Sharma (GDP 4 Sem. G.D.) were on first
position and Bhavya Gandhi & Khushi Garg (GDP
nd
Foundation 2 sem.) on second position in Blind
Fold. In Tic-Tac-Toe, team of Alok Kumar, Simran
Thaploo and Nisha Singhal (GDP Foundation 2nd
sem.) were the winners.
Finally, at the end was Tug-of-War. There were one
round of Juniors v/s Seniors and seniors proved to
be more powerful than juniors another two rounds
were of Boys v/s Girls. The Institute premises was
full of cheers and excitement throughout the day.

Sharma (GDP 4th
Sem. F.D.) were
on first & second
p o s i t i o n
amongst girls. It
was so much fun to see students stomping the
balloons tied on other’s ankles. They all were
looking like small kids wanting to
burst the balloons. The
winner was Akash
Chauhan (PGDP 2nd
Sem.I.D.) was the
winner. For one
tip basket Sonu

Mr. Sukhwinder Singh
Ms. Satinder Kaur
Coordinators, Sports Club
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Cultural

Club
Competition

their colourful costumes. Ms Jayashree Kaushik
visiting faculty, Interior Design at ASU was the Judge
for this event.
The winner of the competition for Solo Song was
Mohd. Asad from (GDP Fashion Design IV Sem). In
case of Solo Dance, Vidhi Arya (GDP foundation II
Sem). In Duet Song category, Kashish Madnani &
Sudeep Kumar Gurung (GDP II sem) and in Duet
Dance, First Prize was bagged by Amogh Mathur
(GDP Animation & Multimedia IV Sem) & Anshika
Anand (GDP, IV Sem. F.D.) and Second Prize by
Diyasha Dutta & Alpana (GDP, Foundation II Sem)
Group Song - Rajat Bhatt, Alpana, Nishta Gandhi,
Arshad khan, Diyasha Dutta (GDP, Foundation II
sem), Group Dance - Renu Aggarwal, Muskan
Goyal, Vidhi Arya, Nisha Singhal, Ritu Thakur, Sani
E. Zehra (GDP, Foundation II Sem) were the winners.
It was indeed a memorable event to be cherished for

19thFebruary

The Cultural Club at AID
organized a competition on Feb
th
19 , 2019 wherein many students
participated with great enthusiasm.
The anchors, Bhawan Soun and Gunjan Sharma
kept everyone glued to their seats throughout the
programme which started with the most engaging
activity, Nukkad Natak, based on the theme of
"Women
Empowerm
ent". All the
participants
dressed in
Black Kurtas
and red
dupattas
tied on their
waists,
acted really well and passed the message across
boldly and effectively.
This was followed by dance, singing and
instrumental performances at the Amphitheater.
All the participants gave their best
and exhibited their skills with great
zeal and also looked graceful in

long as it was full of fun, energy and excitement . All
the students really enjoyed a lot as they got
the opportunity to showcase their talents.
Ms. Anjali Taneja
Ms. Garima J. Saini
Coordinators, Cultural Club
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Guest Lectures

ar keti ng
M
l
i
a
t
e
R
andi ng
an d Br anuary

A guest
lecturec u m rd
Presentation
J
23
was organised by
rd
Fashion Design department on 23
Jan'2019 for all the students by Mr. Prem Madan,
CEO, Beanz Global, which is a premium kids shoe
brand, was invited for the lecture. He had a vast
experience in developing Brands and executing
marketing strategies and has worked with many
brands such as Mother Care, UK, Metro Shoes and
Tommy Hilfiger to name a few.
He started with an introduction to brands and
labels, various components of
making a brand successful or a
failure. Each step such as
Positive interaction,
c re d i b i l i t y, c o n s i ste n c y,
authenticity, trust and loyalty
was explained with examples
of different brands like Zara
and Monte Carlo etc.
He gave an insight into how and when to start a
Brand, and essentials of Brand like identity, quality,
innovation, marketing, brand positioning, etc.
Retail Marketing was other highlight of the lecture
which explained different types of retailing such as
Ultra Boutiquish Retail, Boutiquish Retail,
Franchisee stores and Shop- in- Shop. The students
were made to understand how the display should
be and so on.
It was an eye opening session for the students
because today's generation most of the time buys
branded clothes. It was a great opportunity for the
students to learn about branding and starting their
own label. This was an interactive session. Students
asked many questions regarding branding .

ATalk-Cum-Presentation was
organized by Foundation
Department by Ar. Ramin
Dogra, HOD of Interior Design
Deptt. at AID, for the Role Of
students of GDP II
sem, Foundation, GDP,
IV sem & PGDP II all
IN
specializations. The
talk attempted to
answer the questions31st January
"What is the role of
Design?", "What is the
difference between Painting
& Design?", "Why study and exploration is
important for creating any form in design?”. Mr.
Dogra explained this through various ways to
categorize form and shape. It can be thought of as
either two-dimensional or three-dimensional, as
the former has width and height and it can also
create the illusion of three-dimensional object
whereas three dimensional form has depth, width
as well as height.
H
e
explained
that the role
of form is
most closely
tied to
s c u l pt u re ,
furniture
design etc.
since it is a three-dimensional art and has
traditionally consisted almost primarily of form with
color and texture being subordinate. Threedimensional forms can be seen from more than one
side. Form is also used to describe the physical
nature of the artwork as in a metal sculpture, an oil
painting,
fibre casting etc.
Ms. Satinder Kaur,
Coordinator He explained the importance of
Faculty, Fashion Design exploration and experimentation
in any art work. He suggested to
all students to try to think "out -of
the-box" and experiment new
ways of expression. Gradually, he
also showed various examples
based on role of form in design.
The students indeed had a great experience and it
will definitely help them to stand out from the
crowd in their future professional endeavors .

FORM
DESIGN

Mr. Jayant Gajera
Coordinator
Faculty, Foundation
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Projects

th

th

Relief

4 - 8 February

A project was organized for Foundation II Semester
students for a week 4th- 8th Feb, 2019 with an
objective to explore and experiment with material
and concept. The whole department was divided
into five groups and given a brief on how to develop
a concept and handle the
material. They were

provided Sun Boards of various thicknesses to
create a high relief. Each group had to first develop
the layout after which one of the layouts was
converted into dummy for better visualization of
the high relief. This was followed by discussion on
the dummy with relation to colour and its
possibilities after which, the dummy was enlarged
to full size of 2ft X 2 ft.

The final art work showed different 3D levels,
elements and colours according to their theme.
Each group
gave their
own titles
which were
"Symphony",
"Owl in the
n i g h t ”,
"Colours of
Music",
"Abstract
H u m a n
Figure" &
"Pirates". All
the projects aptly depicted the theme and had their
own expression.
The students
participated
actively in the
project and
w
e
r
e
encouraged to
find new ways of
seeing and
interpreting
their skill. It was
a
g r e a t
experience for the
students and they
benefited immensely
from the project .
Mr. Jayant Gajera
Coordinator
Faculty, Foundation
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Design in

A f t e r
s p a c e observing the
place in terms
11th- 15th February
of its dynamics
Site : Nehru Place
and also in
A RESEARCH and DESIGN exercise Design in public terms of how
space was conducted across all specializations
from 11th through 15th Feb'19 with all the students
th
nd
o f G D P, 4 S e m a n d P G D P, 2 S e m , a l l
specializations. The aim of the exercise was to
o v e r c ro w d i n g h a s
sensitize the aspiring designers towards urban
resulted in total
landscape and to broaden their horizons as
fragmentation of the
budding designers through research and analysis.
fabric of its landscape.
The site that was
T h i s l a c k o f
chosen for the project organization and civic order offers many
was Nehru Place in opportunities in terms of design solutions for
S o u t h D e l h i . T h e students. The students took pictures of locations
commercial center as where they felt that they could provide a design
on date is overloaded proposal to improve visual and spatial situation,
i n t e r m s o f i t s spoke to certain
infrastructure and people around
therefore offers ample who are the real
opportunities to redesign, innovate and improvise. users of that
After an initial briefing from Director Madam the place everyday.
Across next four
d a y s t h e

PUBLIC

students compiled and
analyzed their findings.
They also researched on
how Nehru Place evolved
and how apathy on the
p a r t i t s o c c u p a nt s ,
visitors and civic
authorities led Nehru
Place
to its present state.
students realized the significance of undertaking
The students then gave
such projects besides their regular curriculum. The
various
design
proposals
for locations they had
students visited the
identified during their visit. The entire exercise was
site with faculty Ms.
well
documented for future reference.
Amrit Das and Mr.
The students were very enthusiastic and it was
Ramin Dogra and
heartening
to see students come up with innovative
spent entire day
design proposals that were contextually valid. The
surveying the area
exercise
also brought students together in person
from a designer's
and spirit as this exercise was universal and all
perspective,
students
worked together as a group.
identifying areas
Ms. Amrit Das
they could choose
Mr. Ramin Dogra
to work upon &
Project
Coordinator
improve,.
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Student's Take
AID, unlike other institutions makes its students
fulfil a social obligation as a person and a part of
the society by incorporating a one week
assignment in each semester which gives its
students an opportunity to think beyond their
minds and makes them use their skills and come up
with design proposals and solutions that could
benefit the society in
some way.
Similarly, week 6 of
this semester was proposals which
allocated for one are environment
such assignment, friendly, useful
and attractive for
the identified
area of our own
choice. Day 1 of
the assignment was given to an in-depth study of
namely, DESIGN IN
the
area, NEHRU PLACE, India's largest computer
PUBLIC SPACE. I was
hardware market. We clicked pictures, studied the
fortunate enough to
area
and talked to people as well. We could identify
have been a part of
several issues in the place which include
this assignment. The
unorganized
parking, lack of sanitation, open
main objective behind the assignment was to
identify the underused and misused spaces in and drains, underused garbage bins and so on.
However, the place caters to needs of hundreds of
around
people who visit Nehru Place from faraway places in
N e h r u
p l a c e
market and
implement
our skills as
a designer
and come
up with a
few design

order to get their IT related works done. Also, Nehru
Place a commercial center which has hundreds of
offices and therefore generates employment.
Our mentors guided us how to present the gathered
information in our documents. By the end of the
week we were ready with 3 design proposals for our
selected site. It was a great overall
Ms. Jasjot Kaur
experience.
PDGP – GD, Semester II
12
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Innovative Ideas

By Future Designers

Joggers Park &
Open Gym
Open Gym with
Public Toilet

Satya Prakash Yadav
GDP- 4th Sem. F. D.

Jasjot Kaur
PDGP – 2ndSem. GD

Rupali Singh
PGDP –2ndSem. GD

Wheelchair Friendly
Accessories

Café’ cum Book Lounge
nd

Rupali Singh PGDP –2 Sem. GD

Food Court with
Decorative Brick
Flooring
Anshika Aggarwal
GDP- 4th Sem. I. D.

Meditation Park
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Mohd. Asad GDP- 4th Sem. F. D.

